Greater Visibility for Greater Control

Be in more places at once, with total control and total accuracy. Fuzion provides unprecedented visibility into your entire petroleum operation, all from a single location.

Fuzion Facility Remote Monitoring Service provides central office alarm and release detection management and reporting that puts you in control. Fuzion uses an advanced technology Command Server to collect and transmit petroleum tank release detection and alarm data even when you have a mix of tank gauges and communication methods. The Fuzion server makes the petroleum equipment at your site communication-ready at the lowest possible cost. Our highly efficient polling system reduces problems when using your existing phone line. When you connect our site server to the internet, your data is available in real-time. Power and communication failures – no problem, your data is always preserved.

Get some peace-of-mind for this very important matter – something that can dramatically impact your business.
Remote Monitoring

The Technology Drives the System
ECS Eclipse has developed a proprietary process, Fuzion, that automatically collects data from UST sensing and dispensing equipment at remote locations and provides central monitoring and management on the performance of release detection, product levels, and inventory reconciliation.

Facility Remote Monitoring Services:
- Produce and distribute required leak detection compliance reports (electronic to HQ, paper copy to site)
- Ability to communicate, control and manage most industry recognized ATG systems
- Continuous monitoring of ATG alarms 24 x 365 by ECS Eclipse
- Local alarm annunciation and printer remain as backup
- Immediate automated E-mail or page to notify customer of potential environmental events
- Daily polling of ATG’s for alarms and inventory
- Comprehensive data management; full electronic backup of all compliance reports and alarm histories
- 24-hour on-line access via web browser
- Incoming and outgoing telecommunications with each site are included in standard price

Fuzion Remote Monitoring services gives you all the data you need to manage your ATGs, and puts Eclipse analysts on-call to respond to and resolve alarm conditions, keeping you in compliance with monthly monitoring requirements.
- Includes all data and reporting features from Base Service level
- Remote alarm diagnostics and resolution (voice and/or data line) where possible
- Schedule and perform remote static tests if results not obtained by predetermined date
- Dispatch authorized maintenance providers
- Fuel inventory response included
- Identify off-line sites and report daily to customer. Follow-up with sites not contacted by polling
- Compliance Management follow up on environmental related alarms
- Complete maintenance follow up for ATG alarm problems

Call us today for a FREE demonstration of Fuzion in action: 800.789.3530